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ABSTRACT

Sensible and latent heat can cross the air–sea interface by two routes: as interfacial fluxes controlled by
molecular processes right at the interface, and as spray fluxes from the surface of sea spray droplets. Once
the 10-m wind speed over the ocean reaches approximately 11–13 m s�1, the spray sensible and latent heat
fluxes become significant fractions (i.e., 10% or greater) of the corresponding interfacial fluxes. The analysis
here establishes that result by combining the Tropical Ocean-Global Atmosphere Coupled Ocean–
Atmosphere Response Experiment (COARE) version 2.6 bulk interfacial flux algorithm with a micro-
physical spray model to partition measured heat fluxes from two good high-wind datasets into spray and
interfacial flux contributions. The measurements come from the Humidity Exchange over the Sea
(HEXOS) experiment and the Fronts and Atlantic Storm-Tracks Experiment (FASTEX); wind speeds in
these two datasets span 5 to 20 m s�1.

After the measured heat fluxes are separated into spray and interfacial contributions, the spray fluxes are
used to develop a fast spray flux algorithm to combine with the COARE version 2.6 interfacial flux
algorithm in a unified turbulent surface flux algorithm for use in large-scale and ocean storm models. A
sensitivity analysis of the spray and interfacial components of this unified flux algorithm demonstrates how
the two component fluxes scale differently with the mean meteorological variables and why they must
therefore be parameterized separately in models intended to treat air–sea fluxes in high winds.

1. Introduction

As the surface-level wind speed increases above
10 m s�1, the physics of turbulent air–sea heat transfer
changes. In low winds, the turbulent heat transfer oc-
curs almost exclusively at the air–sea interface. But with
increasing wind speed, sea spray production increases,
and now heat and moisture transfer also occurs at the
surface of the spray droplets. We refer to these two
ways by which air and sea exchange sensible and latent
heat as the interfacial and spray routes.

The fluxes via these two routes scale differently

(Andreas 1994; Andreas and DeCosmo 2002). For ex-
ample, although the Tropical Ocean-Global Atmo-
sphere Coupled Ocean–Atmosphere Response Experi-
ment (COARE) version 3.0 bulk flux algorithm (Fairall
et al. 2003) has been tuned with flux data collected in
wind speeds up to 20 m s�1 and is therefore operation-
ally useful in this wind speed range, it is based strictly
on interfacial scaling and thus may not be reliable if it
is extrapolated to wind speeds above 20 m s�1. Here, on
the other hand, we present a new bulk flux algorithm
that explicitly acknowledges the two routes by which
heat and moisture cross the air–sea interface. Because
we base algorithms for both flux routes on theory and
tune the new spray algorithm with data, we expect our
algorithm to be reliable on extrapolation to high wind
speeds, where flux predictions are essential but valida-
tion data do not exist.
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We develop our algorithm using data from the Hu-
midity Exchange over the Sea (HEXOS) experiment
(Katsaros et al. 1987; Smith et al. 1996; DeCosmo et al.
1996), and the Fronts and Atlantic Storm-Tracks Ex-
periment (FASTEX; Joly et al. 1997; Persson et al.
2005), two of the best available high-wind-speed data-
sets. Our analysis first uses Andreas’s spray microphys-
ics model (Andreas 1989, 1990, 1992) and the COARE
version 2.6 interfacial flux algorithm (Fairall et al.
1996b) to separate the measured HEXOS and
FASTEX sensible and latent heat fluxes into interfacial
and spray contributions. Identifying these interfacial
and spray flux components is our key scientific issue.
Only Andreas and DeCosmo (1999, 2002) have dem-
onstrated this partitioning before, with the HEXOS
data.

Next, we fit the spray sensible and latent heat fluxes
that we have isolated with parameterizations that allow
quick predictions of these fluxes from bulk oceanic and
meteorological variables. Our resulting bulk flux algo-
rithm thus comprises the COARE version 2.6 algo-
rithm for the interfacial fluxes and the new algorithm
for the spray fluxes. Andreas (2003, 2004a) and An-
dreas et al. (2007) reported preliminary versions of this
algorithm.

Here is a preview of how the interfacial and spray
components scale differently. The interfacial fluxes in-
crease almost linearly with the wind speed, but the
spray fluxes increase faster than the square of the fric-
tion velocity. Likewise, the interfacial sensible heat flux
scales with the air–sea temperature difference, but the
spray sensible heat flux scales with the difference be-
tween the sea surface temperature and the equilibrium
temperature of spray droplets starting with a radius of
100 �m. This latter temperature depends on relative
humidity and is almost always lower than the air tem-
perature. Consequently, with no air–sea temperature
difference, there is no interfacial sensible heat flux, but
usually there is still a spray sensible heat flux. Finally,
the interfacial latent heat flux scales with the difference
between the specific humidity at the ocean surface and
at some reference height, and the spray latent heat flux
scales with the mass lost by evaporating spray droplets
of initial radius 50 �m during their short lifetime be-
tween creation and their plunge back into the sea.

2. Spray heat flux model

a. Microphysics

Most of the heat and moisture transfer mediated by
spray occurs within a near-surface region that we call
the droplet evaporation layer. This layer typically ex-
tends about one significant wave height above mean sea

level (Andreas et al. 1995; Van Eijk et al. 2001). Spray
droplets ejected into this layer start with an initial ra-
dius r0 and the same temperature as the surface seawa-
ter Ts, evolve in both temperature and radius during a
brief flight of duration �f, and fall back into the sea. This
is our conceptual picture of spray-mediated heat and
moisture transfer (e.g., Andreas and DeCosmo 1999,
2002).

Under constant environmental conditions, droplet
temperature T and radius r evolve as functions of time
t approximately as (Andreas 1989, 1990, 2005a; An-
dreas and DeCosmo 1999, 2002)

T�t� � Teq

Ts � Teq
� exp��t��T� �2.1�

and

r�t� � req

r0 � req
� exp��t��r�. �2.2�

Here, Teq is the evaporating or equilibrium tempera-
ture of a saline droplet with initial radius r0 and initial
temperature Ts, req is the corresponding equilibrium
radius of a droplet with initial radius r0, and �T and �r

are the e-folding times that give the rates for these tem-
perature and radius changes.

Our values for Teq, req, �T, and �r here come from
Andreas’s (1989, 1990, 1992, 1995) full microphysical
spray model, but Andreas (2005a) recently reported
algorithms for quickly calculating these four micro-
physical parameters for use in the flux algorithm that
we develop here. Briefly, all four quantities depend on
sea surface temperature (Ts), air temperature (Ta),
relative humidity (RH), surface salinity, and initial
droplet radius.

Figure 1 shows one example of how spray droplet
temperature and radius evolve (cf. Andreas 1990,
1995). With this figure, we also demonstrate two essen-
tial points that are fundamental to our sea spray flux
algorithm. First, droplet temperature evolves much
faster than droplet radius. That is, for all radii and for
all environmental conditions, �r is typically three orders
of magnitude longer than �T. Consequently, the spray-
mediated sensible and latent heat transfers are de-
coupled; evaporation does not really begin until the
droplet is sitting at Teq. Second, Teq is usually signifi-
cantly less than the air temperature, and this difference
increases with falling relative humidity (cf. Andreas
1995).

Within this microphysical framework, we rearrange
(2.1) to estimate the temperature of a spray droplet
when it falls back into the sea (at time �f) as

T��f� � Teq � �Ts � Teq� exp���f ��T�. �2.3�
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This function, of course, does not model the droplet’s
warming depicted as the upward tail on the right end of
the temperature trace in Fig. 1. This shortcoming is
immaterial, though, because the larger droplets that
carry most of the sensible heat (shown later in Fig. 2) do
not usually remain suspended long enough to reach this
warming stage (e.g., Andreas and DeCosmo 1999).

From (2.3), the rate at which all droplets of initial
radius r0 transport sensible heat across the air–sea in-
terface is (Andreas 1992)

QS�r0� � �scps�Ts � Teq��1 � exp���f ��T�	�4�r0
3

3
dF

dr0
�.

�2.4�

Here, 
s is the density of seawater, and cps is the specific
heat of seawater.

Also in (2.4), dF/dr0, the spray generation function, is
the rate at which droplets of radius r0 are produced at
the sea surface. It has units of number of droplets with
radius r0 produced per square meter of sea surface per
second per micrometer increment in droplet radius,
that is, m�2 s�1 �m�1. Andreas (2002a) reviewed the
dF/dr0 functions available in the literature and recom-
mended the function given by Fairall et al. (1994). Their
function is what we use for dF/dr0 here. In our earlier
analysis, Andreas and DeCosmo (2002) had used the
Andreas (1992) spray generation function.

Similar arguments lead to an estimate of the latent
heat carried by droplets of initial radius r0. For �f � �r,
(2.2) implies that droplets of initial radius r0 fall back
into the sea with radius

r��f� � req � �r0 � req� exp���f ��r�. �2.5�

These droplets, therefore, transfer latent heat at the
rate

QL�r0� � �sL��1 ��r��f�

r0
�3��4�r0

3

3
dF

dr0
� for �f � �r,

�2.6a�

where L� is the latent heat of vaporization.
If the relative humidity is 95% or less, droplets for

which �f � �r will have experienced at least two-thirds
of their potential moisture loss before they fall back
into the sea (Andreas 1992). For these droplets, we
simply assume that �f k �r and, from (2.5), approximate
the rate at which they exchange latent heat as

QL�r0� � �sL��1 � �req

r0
�3��4�r0

3

3
dF

dr0
� for �f � �r.

�2.6b�

By integrating QS(r0) and QL(r0) over all radii, we
get what Andreas and DeCosmo (1999, 2002) called the
“nominal” spray sensible and latent heat fluxes:

QS � �
r1

r2

QS�r0� dr0, �2.7a�

QL � �
r1

r2

QL�r0� dr0, �2.7b�

where r1 and r2 are the smallest and largest droplets
that contribute significantly to the integrals. For the

FIG. 1. Temperature and radius evolution of a spray droplet
with initial radius 100 �m (r0), initial temperature 20°C (Ts), and
initial salinity 34 psu. This droplet is flung into air with tempera-
ture 18°C (Ta) and relative humidity 90% (RH); the barometric
pressure is 1000 mb. The microphysical quantities Teq, req, �T, and
�r characterize the evolution [see (2.1) and (2.2)].

FIG. 2. The radius-specific spray sensible (QS) and latent (QL)
heat fluxes [from (2.4) and (2.6)] as functions of the radius at
formation (r0) for three values of the wind speed at a 10-m ref-
erence height (U10). For these calculations, the water temperature
(Ts) is 20°C, the air temperature (Ta) is 18°C, the RH is 90%, the
barometric pressure is 1000 mb, and the surface salinity is 34 psu.
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Fairall et al. (1994) spray generation function that we
use here, r1 � 1.6 �m and r2 � 500 �m.

Figure 2 shows examples of QS(r0) and QL(r0)
for several wind speeds. These quantities have units
W m�2 �m�1. Integrating under these curves over all
radii gives the nominal fluxes QS and QL in (2.7). These
quantities represent the total fluxes that spray would
carry across the air–sea interface if no other processes
were important. Because QS and QL are microphysi-
cally based, they should have proper theoretical depen-
dence on temperature, humidity, and wind speed. Nev-
ertheless, they are still “nominal,” primarily because of
the uncertainty in dF/dr0 (Andreas 2002a). Hence, we
ultimately tune these theoretical relationships with data
to remove the qualifier nominal.

To estimate the droplet lifetime �f, Andreas (1992)
introduced

�f �
H1�3

2uf �r0�
, �2.8�

where H1/3 � 2A1/3 is the significant wave height, A1/3 is
the significant wave amplitude, and uf (r0) is the termi-
nal fall speed for droplets of radius r0 (Friedlander
1977, p. 105; Clift et al. 1978, 33ff.; Andreas 1989, 1990).
This expression presumes that spume droplets domi-
nate the heat transfer in (2.7). These are torn right off
the wave crests and are large enough to free-fall back
into the sea with negligible turbulent suspension.

Lagrangian and Eulerian models of spray droplet dis-
persion by Edson (Andreas et al. 1995; Edson et al.
1996) and Van Eijk et al. (2001), respectively, support
the choice of H1/3 as the relevant height scale for the
droplet evaporation layer. Mestayer et al. (1996), how-
ever, believe that H1/3 is too large for this scale, while
Kepert et al. (1999) suggest that it is too small.

Both the HEXOS and FASTEX datasets include
measurements of H1/3 that were coincident with the flux
measurements. For the analysis described in section 4b,
we used these wave heights to evaluate �f from (2.8).

If no such wave measurements are available, the
spray flux algorithm that we develop in section 5 in-
cludes a parameterization that Andreas and Wang
(2007) developed for H1/3 as a function of the 10-m
wind speed. Alternatively, if our algorithm is used in a
coupled atmosphere–ocean model that also includes a
wave model, the significant wave height from that
model should be used in (2.8).

b. Estimating total heat fluxes

A basic hypothesis in our analysis is that the total
sensible (Hs,T) and latent (HL,T) heat fluxes that would
be measured, say, with eddy-correlation instruments

placed above the droplet evaporation layer are simply
linear sums of the interfacial and spray contributions.
Taking QS and QL from (2.7) as the nominal spray
fluxes, we formulate this hypothesis as (cf. Fairall et al.
1994; Edson and Andreas 1997; Andreas and DeCosmo
1999, 2002)

HL,T � HL � �QL, �2.9a�

Hs,T � Hs � 	QS � �� � 
�QL. �2.9b�

Here, HL and Hs are estimates of the interfacial latent
and sensible heat fluxes that we compute with our ad-
aptation of the COARE version 2.6 algorithm, which
we describe in appendix A. Here also, , �, and � are
small, nonnegative coefficients that we use to tune the
nominal spray fluxes to data.

In (2.9a), the  term models the latent heat flux (or
the moisture flux) coming out the top of the droplet
evaporation layer that spray has contributed. Fairall et
al. (1994), however, point out that because the atmo-
sphere must supply all the heat to evaporate the drop-
lets, these droplets are a sink for sensible heat. Hence,
to conserve energy, the  term in (2.9a) must appear
with the opposite sign in the sensible heat equation,
(2.9b).

The � term in (2.9b) models the sensible heat that
spray droplets give up in cooling from the ocean surface
temperature Ts to the temperature they have on return-
ing to the sea, namely, T(�f) from (2.3). Some models
(e.g., Makin 1998) ignore this term because QS is typi-
cally much smaller than QL (see Fig. 2), but Andreas
and Emanuel (2001) focus on it as the likely route by
which spray affects the total air–sea enthalpy flux.

Katsaros and DeCosmo (1990), Smith (1990),
Katsaros and de Leeuw (1994), Andreas et al. (1995),
and DeCosmo et al. (1996) further speculate that feed-
backs within the droplet evaporation layer modify the
interfacial fluxes represented by Hs and HL in (2.9). For
example, evaporating droplets cool the droplet evapo-
ration layer and thereby increase the near-surface tem-
perature gradient; the interfacial sensible heat flux
would then be larger than the Hs value computed from
surface temperature and an air temperature measured
above the droplet evaporation layer. We add the � term
in (2.9b) to account for this feedback and expect � � .

A similar process could affect the total latent heat
flux. Evaporating spray would moisten the near-surface
atmosphere and thereby decrease the near-surface hu-
midity gradient. The actual interfacial latent heat flux
would then be smaller than the HL value computed
using the difference between specific humidities mea-
sured at the surface and above the droplet evaporation
layer. We do not, however, see a way to separate this
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effect from the spray-mediated flux. Consequently, the
 term in (2.9a) possibly includes both the direct spray
effect and the humidity feedback effect.

In light of the above discussion, the total enthalpy
flux from the ocean to the atmosphere is the sum of
HL,T and Hs,T:

HL,T � Hs,T � HL � Hs � 	QS � 
QL. �2.10�

This flux is the lower boundary condition in atmo-
spheric models and is, for example, the energy that
drives tropical storms (Businger 1982; Emanuel 1995).
Notice here that the direct spray latent heat flux, the 
QL term in (2.9a), disappears when we add (2.9a) and
(2.9b); only the spray latent heat feedback (the � term)
remains. But the direct spray sensible heat flux, the �
QS term, survives the summation and thus is likely the
main route by which spray affects storm energetics (cf.
Andreas and Emanuel 2001).

3. Data

In our earlier work on partitioning interfacial and
spray contributions to the sensible and latent heat
fluxes, we used the HEXOS data exclusively (Andreas
and DeCosmo 1999, 2002; Andreas 2003, 2004a). De-
Cosmo (1991), Smith et al. (1992), Katsaros et al.
(1994), and DeCosmo et al. (1996) described this
dataset and the instruments used to obtain it. Briefly,
the HEXOS data were collected in the North Sea from
the Meetpost Noordwijk platform, where the water is
only 18 m deep. The HEXOS set contains 175 runs in
which the turbulent fluxes of momentum and sensible
and latent heat were measured by eddy correlation in
10-m winds up to 18.3 m s�1. Many of the runs include
two measurements of the latent heat flux—one using a
Lyman- hygrometer and the other using wet and dry
thermocouples. Each run also includes measurements
of the significant wave height. Andreas and DeCosmo
(2002) described some preprocessing that we had to do
on DeCosmo’s (1991) tabulated data to obtain the vari-
ables we required.

Here, we add the FASTEX turbulent flux data
(Persson et al. 2005) to our analysis. These deep-ocean
data come from a mast placed on the bow of the R/V
Knorr as the ship crossed the North Atlantic from En-
gland to Nova Scotia at latitudes between 52° and 40°N
from 23 December 1996 to 26 January 1997. We rigor-
ously edited these data and retained for our analysis
only periods when the ship was nearly stationary and
headed into the wind (and waves).

The FASTEX set includes 322 hourly eddy-correla-
tion measurements of the momentum and sensible and
latent heat fluxes with a sonic anemometer and an

Ophir hygrometer mounted at 19.2 and 17.5 m, respec-
tively, above the nominal water line. The sonic an-
emometer recorded average wind speeds of up to
22 m s�1 during the transect. The dataset also includes
simultaneous measurements of the significant wave
height, which was between 2.0 and 5.5 m for the flux
data that we use in our analysis. As with the HEXOS
set, we use this measurement in (2.8).

Besides the turbulent fluxes, both the HEXOS and
FASTEX sets include accompanying measurements of
mean meteorological quantities, such as wind speed,
humidity, and air and sea surface temperature. In our
flux partitioning, which is based on (2.9), we assume
that HL,T and Hs,T are the reported HEXOS and
FASTEX latent and sensible heat fluxes. We compute
the nominal fluxes QL and QS by using the microphysi-
cal model (described in section 2a) and these mean
meteorological quantities. We also use the mean me-
teorological quantities in the flux algorithm described
in appendix A to compute the interfacial fluxes in (2.9),
HL and Hs.

In analyzing the FASTEX data, we used the interfa-
cial algorithm as it is described in appendix A. Because
the HEXOS site was in only 18 m of water, however,
(A.5) is not the best parameterization for predicting the
roughness length z0. Therefore, for the HEXOS analy-
sis, we estimated z0 from the drag relation found spe-
cifically for the HEXOS site (Smith et al. 1992; cf. An-
dreas and DeCosmo 2002):

CDN10 � �0.27 � 0.116UN10� � 10�3. �3.1�

Here, CDN10 is the neutral-stability drag coefficient at a
reference height of 10 m, and UN10 is the neutral-
stability wind speed (in m s�1) at 10 m. The HEXOS
dataset includes UN10. With (3.1), our estimate of the
roughness length for the HEXOS analysis is

z0 � 10 exp��kCDN10
�1�2 �, �3.2�

which gives z0 in meters. All other aspects of our
HEXOS analysis were as described in appendix A.

The surface salinity affects the four microphysical
constants Teq, req, �T, and �r. We also included salinity
effects when we calculated the surface specific humid-
ity, Qs in (A.1c). For the HEXOS site, we used a sur-
face salinity of 34 psu; for the FASTEX transect, we
used 36 psu.

4. Separating spray and interfacial fluxes

a. Without spray

To justify our focus on spray effects, we first state the
null hypothesis: The HEXOS and FASTEX heat flux
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data are well represented by an interfacial flux algo-
rithm. If this hypothesis were true, a state-of-the-art
bulk flux algorithm that parameterizes only interfacial
heat transfer should be able to reproduce both datasets.
COARE version 2.6 is such an algorithm; it is based on
a theory that recognizes only interfacial heat transfer
(i.e., Liu et al. 1979) and is well validated for wind
speeds up to 10 m s�1 (e.g., Fairall et al. 1996b; Grant
and Hignett 1998; Chang and Grossman 1999; Brunke
et al. 2002), where, we believe, interfacial transfer
dominates.

Figure 3, however, shows the results when we model
the HEXOS and FASTEX sets with the interfacial flux
algorithm described in appendix A. That is, we invoke
(2.9) but exclude spray effects by setting  � � � � � 0.
Figure 3 depicts the ratio of the measured flux (HL,T or
Hs,T) to the modeled flux (HL or Hs in this case) as a
function of UN10. Call these ratios RL and RS, respec-
tively, for latent and sensible heat flux.

If COARE version 2.6 were adequate for explaining
the HEXOS and FASTEX heat fluxes, the measured/
modeled ratios would average one, and the ratios
would show no dependence on wind speed—that is, the
correlation coefficients in Fig. 3 would be zero. But
both panels in Fig. 3 fail both tests: COARE version 2.6
explains neither the magnitude nor the wind speed de-
pendence of the combined HEXOS–FASTEX set. To
put these conclusions on a firm statistical footing, we
test whether the averages of the ratios in Fig. 3 are
statistically different from one and whether the corre-
lation coefficients are statistically different from zero.

Any elementary statistics text explains that, if the
sample size N is large enough, the statement

� �
z��2s

�N
� x � � �

z��2s

�N
�4.1�

represents a (1 � �)100% confidence interval for the
sample mean x. Here also, s is the sample standard
deviation, and z�/2 is the (1 � �/2)100 percentage point
of a normal distribution. In our case, we test the hy-
pothesis that � � 1.00 at the 1% significance level (so
� � 0.01 and z�/2 � 2.576).

For the latent heat flux panel in Fig. 3 (where
N � 486), the 99% confidence interval on the average
of RL, from (4.1), is [0.965,1.035]. For the sensible heat
flux panel (where N � 337), the 99% confidence inter-
val for the average of RS is [0.944,1.056]. From the val-
ues listed in the caption for Fig. 3, we see that both
latent and sensible heat flux average ratios are far out-
side these 99% confidence intervals. We thus establish
statistically that an algorithm that includes only inter-

facial transfer—that is, COARE version 2.6—cannot
explain the magnitude of the HEXOS and FASTEX
heat fluxes.

Likewise, Bendat and Piersol (1971, 126ff.) describe
the distribution for the sample correlation coefficient
rxy between two variables x and y. Briefly, if the sample
is large enough, the statistic

 �
1
2

ln�1 � rxy

1 � rxy
� �4.2�

has a normal distribution with mean

FIG. 3. Ratios of HEXOS and FASTEX measurements of the
latent and sensible heat fluxes and the corresponding fluxes mod-
eled with a strictly interfacial flux algorithm (i.e., COARE version
2.6; see appendix A). Here, UN10 is the neutral-stability wind
speed at 10 m. The dashed line in each panel represents the best
fit to the data. In the latent heat flux plot, the ratio average is
1.094 and the correlation coefficient is 0.176; in the sensible heat
flux plot, the average is 1.124, and the correlation coefficient is
0.274.
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� �
1
2

ln�1 � �xy

1 � �xy
� �4.3�

and variance

�
2 �

1
N � 3

. �4.4�

In (4.3), 
xy is the true correlation coefficient. With this
formalism, a (1 – �)100% confidence interval for � is

�z��2 �
 � �

�

� z��2. �4.5�

Because we are testing the hypothesis that 
xy � 0,
�� � 0 from (4.3). We further rearrange (4.5) to obtain
the following (1 � �)100% confidence interval for rxy:

exp��2z��2�� � 1
exp��2z��2�� � 1

� rxy �
exp�2z��2�� � 1
exp�2z��2�� � 1

. �4.6�

Again, testing at the 1% significance level, we cal-
culate the 99% confidence interval for the correlation
coefficient in the latent heat flux panel in Fig. 3 to be
��0.117,0.117], and for the sensible heat flux panel,
��0.140,0.140]. Because the correlation coefficients
mentioned in the caption for Fig. 3 are far outside these
intervals, we confirm that an algorithm that models
only interfacial transfer cannot explain the wind speed
behavior of the combined HEXOS–FASTEX dataset.
We thus reject the null hypothesis that a state-of-the-art
interfacial flux algorithm is adequate for representing
the HEXOS and FASTEX data.

b. With spray

When faced with a dilemma similar to that presented
in Fig. 3—the heat flux measurements were larger than
the model predictions at high wind speeds—Fairall et
al. (2003, their Fig. 4) assumed that the model param-
eterizations for the scalar roughness lengths zT and zQ

[see (A.2b) and (A.2c)] were inadequate. Accordingly,
they tuned new zT and zQ parameterizations to their
data and continued assuming implicitly that the turbu-
lent heat fluxes occurred strictly through interfacial
processes all the way up to wind speeds of 20 m s�1.

Although this is a reasonable operational approach,
our earlier work—both theoretical and data-based—
suggests that the spray route is significant for air–sea
heat transfer when the 10-m wind speed reaches 12–
15 m s�1 (Andreas 1992; Andreas et al. 1995; Andreas
and DeCosmo 2002). Figure 3 emphasizes this point.
Both RS and RL are centered around one and show no
obvious wind speed dependence for wind speeds up to
10 m s�1, the wind speed range over which COARE 2.6
has been validated. In both panels in Fig. 3, however,

the data collected in wind speeds above 10 m s�1 are
responsible for the positive biases in the RL and RS

averages and for the positive slopes with wind speed.
We interpret this behavior as a signature of sea spray
effects.

Of course, some unrecognized process—instead of
spray—may be enhancing the heat fluxes, but in (2.9),
we have a theoretical model with which to account for
spray transfer. If this model can explain the HEXOS
and FASTEX fluxes, we may not need to look for other
transfer processes.

Accounting for spray effects starts with evaluating 
in (2.9a). Again, we presume that the nominal spray
latent heat flux QL is approximately correct;  should
then be of order one. We estimate  from the HEXOS
and FASTEX data and have two methods for judging
the best  value. As we saw with Fig. 3, we want the
average of the RL ratios to be near one and the corre-
lation coefficient of RL with UN10 to be near zero. Fig-
ure 4 shows these two metrics as  increases from 0
to 5.

In Fig. 4, the correlation coefficient is zero and the
least squares fitting line is thus horizontal for  � 1.5.
The figure also shows that, there, the average of the RL

ratios is 1.03, which, according to the discussion in sec-
tion 4a, is not statistically different from 1.00. Hence,
we adopt  � 1.5.

Evaluating � and � in (2.9b) is not as straightforward,
however. Again, we want to obtain an average value for
the ratio of measured-to-modeled sensible heat flux
(i.e., average of RS) near one and a correlation coeffi-

FIG. 4. Evaluating  in (2.9a) from the combined HEXOS and
FASTEX set of measured latent heat fluxes. The left vertical axis
is the average of measured-to-modeled values of the latent heat
flux (i.e., the average of RL; solid line); the right axis is the cor-
relation coefficient between RL and UN10 (dashed line). The cor-
rect  value produces an average near one and a correlation co-
efficient near zero.
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cient between RS and UN10 near zero. By varying � and
� over a range of plausible values, we settled on
� � 10.5 and � � 0.2. These values, of course, depend
on our original choice of ; but Fig. 4 is unequivocal
that  � 1.5 will produce the most satisfying latent heat
flux results.

This combination of , �, and � values produces an
average value for RS of 0.98 and an RS–UN10 correlation
coefficient of 0.072. The statistical tests described in the
last subsection confirm that this RS average is not sta-
tistically different from 1.00 and that the correlation
coefficient is not statistically different from 0.00. We
thus adopt � � 10.5 and � � 0.2 for use in (2.9b).

Viewed in the context of the enthalpy flux, (2.10),
this small � value tends to confirm Andreas and
Emanuel’s (2001) conclusion that the spray sensible
heat flux is the primary route by which spray affects
storm energy. The spray latent heat flux appears in
(2.10) only as the small feedback term � QL that arises
because the evaporating spray cools the near-surface
air and thereby enhances the air–sea temperature dif-
ference.

Figure 5 is like Fig. 3, but in it, instead, we include
spray effects in the modeled heat fluxes through (2.9)
and the , �, and � values that we just found. In the
latent heat flux panel, the least squares line is horizon-
tal; that is, the RL values have no wind speed depen-
dence. In the sensible heat flux panel, the least squares
line has a slight positive slope that is not statistically
different from zero. In each panel, the average of the
plotted points is not statistically different from 1.00. In
other words, the modeled fluxes are unbiased.

Figure 5 also highlights cases with at least a 10%
spray contribution. That is, in the latent heat flux panel,
filled markers denote cases for which | QL/HL| � 0.1;
in the sensible heat flux panel, filled markers denote
| [� QS � ( � �)QL]/Hs| � 0.1. In the latent heat flux
panel, most cases with UN10 � 13 m s�1 include at least
a 10% spray effect. In the sensible heat flux panel, al-
most all cases for which UN10 � 11 m s�1 include at least
a 10% spray effect.

To recap, we first showed that a state-of-the-art bulk
flux algorithm that treats only interfacial fluxes can ex-
plain neither the magnitude nor the wind speed depen-
dence of the combined HEXOS–FASTEX heat fluxes.
But by complementing this interfacial flux algorithm
with a theoretically based model that explicitly ac-
counts for spray-mediated transfer, we have explained
both the magnitude and the wind speed dependence of
the HEXOS–FASTEX set. This analysis also lets us
separate the measured fluxes into interfacial and spray
contributions and thereby establishes that spray-
mediated fluxes become significant (at least a 10% ef-

fect) in this dataset when the 10-m wind speed reaches
11–13 m s�1.

5. Spray flux algorithm

The microphysical model that produced the spray
fluxes QS and QL in (2.9) is too complex and too com-
puter intensive for use in large-scale models. One of our
purposes here, then, is to develop a fast spray flux al-
gorithm comparable in speed to the COARE ver-
sion 2.6 algorithm that we use to compute Hs and HL

FIG. 5. Same as in Fig. 3, but here we include spray in the
modeled heat fluxes through (2.9) with  � 1.5, � � 10.5, and
� � 0.2. In the latent heat flux panel, the average of the plotted
ratios is 1.031, and the RL–UN10 correlation coefficient is 0.000; in
the sensible heat flux panel, the average of the ratios is 0.980, and
the RS–UN10 correlation coefficient is 0.072. The filled markers
denote cases for which the modeled spray contribution [the , �,
and � terms in (2.9)] sum to at least 10% of the corresponding
modeled interfacial contribution (the Hs and HL terms).
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in (2.9). The flux partitioning that went into our pro-
ducing Fig. 5 is the basis for this new spray flux algo-
rithm.

Equation (2.4) suggests that the sensible heat flux
carried by all droplets of initial radius r0 scales with

s cps(Ts � Teq) because the droplet residence time �f is
usually much longer than the temperature evolution
time �T. Furthermore, Fig. 2 shows that droplets with
initial radii near 100 �m contribute most to QS. Hence,
as a simple model, we assume that these 100-�m drop-
lets are the bellwethers of the spray sensible heat flux;
thus we model it as

QS,sp � 	QS � �� � 
�QL � �scps�Ts � Teq,100�VS�u*�.

�5.1�

Here, QS,sp is given in W m�2; Teq,100 is the equilibrium
temperature of these 100-�m droplets; and VS(u*) is a
wind function that we parameterize in terms of the fric-
tion velocity u*. Using u* rather than wind speed as the
argument in VS recognizes it as a more dynamically
important variable.

We evaluate VS(u*) from the spray sensible heat
fluxes that we found in the last section. Figure 6 shows

VS�u*� �
	QS � �� � 
�QL

�scps�Ts � Teq,100�
�5.2�

for the combined HEXOS–FASTEX set, where we
computed Teq,100 from Andreas’s (2005a) fast micro-
physical algorithm. The data follow a power-law rela-
tion with a correlation coefficient of 0.69 and thus con-
firm that (5.1) is a reasonable parameterization for the
spray sensible heat flux. We obtain

VS�u*� � 2.30 � 10�6u3

*, �5.3�

where VS is in m s�1 for u* in m s�1. In Fig. 6, almost
all cases for which u* is greater than 0.4 m s–1 display at
least a 10% spray effect in the sensible heat flux.

We follow similar reasoning to obtain a param-
eterization for the spray latent heat flux. Equation
(2.6a) implies that the spray latent heat flux medi-
ated by all droplets of initial radius r0 scales as

s L�{1 � [r(�f)/r0]3}. Moreover, Fig. 2 shows that
droplets with initial radii near 50 �m contribute most to
QL. As a simple parameterization, we therefore hy-
pothesize that these 50-�m droplets are good indicators
of the total spray latent heat flux and model it as

QL,sp � �QL � �sL��1 � �r��f,50�

50 �m�3�VL�u*�. �5.4�

Here, QL,sp is in W m�2; �f,50 is the approximate resi-
dence time for droplets with an initial radius of 50 �m,
which we compute from (2.8); r(�f,50) is the radius these
droplets have when they fall back into the sea [see
(2.5)]; and the 50 �m reiterates our hypothesis that
50-�m droplets lead the spray latent heat flux.

Equation (5.4) introduces another wind function VL,
which we define as

VL�u*� �
�QL

�sL� �1 � �r��f,50��50 �m	3�
. �5.5�

Figure 7 shows how we evaluated this function from the
HEXOS and FASTEX data. To obtain r(�f,50) in (5.5),
we used Andreas’s (2005a) fast microphysical algo-
rithms to compute req,50 and �r,50 in (2.5); these are,
respectively, the equilibrium radius of a droplet that

FIG. 6. The wind function VS defined by (5.2) and obtained from
the HEXOS and FASTEX data. Filled markers are as in Fig. 5.
The line represents (5.3).

FIG. 7. Same as in Fig. 6, but for the wind function VL defined
by (5.5). The line represents (5.6).
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starts with a radius of 50 �m and the time scale for
reaching that equilibrium radius.

As with VS, VL follows a power law in u*. Our re-
sult is

VL�u*� � 1.10 � 10�7u2.22

* , �5.6�

which gives VL in m s�1 when u* is in m s�1. The
clustering of the data in Fig. 7 around this power law
and the correlation coefficient of the fit, 0.80, supports
our parameterization in (5.4). In Fig. 7, most cases for
which u* is greater than 0.6 m s�1 include at least a 10%
spray effect in the latent heat flux.

The functions VS and VL in (5.3) and (5.6), respec-
tively, are not strictly comparable to analogous func-
tions that Andreas (2004a) derived from the HEXOS
data alone because Andreas used a full microphysical
model to compute the Teq,100, req,50, and �r,50 values
used in that fitting. Still, the consistency between our
analysis and Andreas’s is reassuring.

The VS function in (5.3) is exactly 2 times larger than
the similar function in Andreas (2004a). That is, both
functions have the same u3

* dependence. The VL

function in (5.6) is smaller and has a weaker u* depen-
dence than Andreas’s comparable result, which was
VL � 2.65 � 10�7 u2.61

* . Figure 7 explains the difference:
the HEXOS data tend to be above the fitting line, and
the FASTEX data tend to be below it. In both results,
though, VL increases faster than the square of u*.

Figure 2 suggest that the peaks in QS and QL actually
change location with wind speed rather than being fixed
near r0 � 100 �m and r0 � 50 �m, respectively. In light
of the uncertainty in the spray generation function,
though, parameterizations that are more sophisticated
than the one-size models in (5.1) and (5.4) are unwar-
ranted. Obviously, choosing other radii than 100 and
50 �m as our bellwethers for the spray transfer would
change the functions VS and VL, but the predicted
fluxes QS,sp and QL,sp should be largely unaffected.

In summary, our spray flux algorithm for high-wind
spray conditions converts from (2.9) to

HL,T � HL � QL,sp, �5.7a�

Hs,T � Hs � QS,sp. �5.7b�

In this, the interfacial fluxes HL and Hs come, basically,
from the COARE version 2.6 algorithm, as described in
appendix A. The spray-mediated sensible heat flux
QS,sp comes from (5.1) and (5.3); the spray-mediated
latent heat flux QL,sp comes from (5.4), (5.6), (2.5), and
(2.8). The approximations reported in Andreas (2005a)
provide the necessary microphysical variables Teq,100,
req,50, and �r,50.

As is typical in bulk flux algorithms, we solve for Hs

and HL iteratively. After the solution converges, we use
the resulting value of u* to compute VS and VL from
(5.3) and (5.6); that is, the interfacial and spray fluxes
are as yet uncoupled. We identify the algorithm we
describe here as version 3.1. That algorithm also in-
cludes a parameterization for how spray alters the
near-surface stress profile (Andreas 2004b). Andreas
(2003, 2004a), Andreas and Emanuel (2001), and Perrie
et al. (2005) have described earlier versions of this
algorithm.

We have redone the plots shown in Fig. 5 by substi-
tuting version 3.1 of our bulk spray flux algorithm for
the full microphysical model we had used to make Fig.
5. These new plots look much the same as the corre-
sponding plots in Fig. 5 and are, therefore, not shown
here. In particular, in the latent heat flux plot, the av-
erage of RL is 1.033 and the RL–UN10 correlation coef-
ficient is 0.023 (compared to 1.031 and 0.000, respec-
tively, in Fig. 5). In the sensible heat flux plot, the av-
erage of RS is 0.974 and the RS–UN10 correlation
coefficient is 0.010 (compared to 0.980 and 0.072, re-
spectively, in Fig. 5). Thus, the bulk spray flux algo-
rithm captures the main features of the full microphysi-
cal model’s spray flux predictions but runs much faster.

To gauge the uncertainty in our new algorithm, we
also plotted the HEXOS and FASTEX measurements
of sensible and latent heat fluxes against predictions of
these quantities from (5.7). For the sake of brevity, we
do not show those figures but summarize the results.
The best-fit lines through both scatterplots have slopes
very near the 1:1 line, 1.014 for the sensible heat flux
plot, and 1.034 for the latent heat flux plot. The biases
between measured and modeled fluxes are 0.3 W m�2

for sensible heat flux and 5.7 W m�2 for latent heat flux.
The correlation coefficient in the sensible heat flux plot
is 0.80 and in the latent heat flux plot, 0.89.

These fits between data and a bulk flux algorithm are
typical of, if not better than, similar comparisons by
Fairall et al. (1996b), Clayson et al. (1996), Zeng et al.
(1998), Chang and Grossman (1999), and Brunke et al.
(2002). We, however, treat wind speeds up to 20 m s�1

while none of these five studies included wind speeds
above 13 m s�1. Fairall et al. (2003) did consider wind
speeds up to 20 m s�1 but did not show scatterplots or
report statistics that we can compare with ours.

6. Sensitivity studies

To highlight how the interfacial and spray contribu-
tions to the total air–sea heat and moisture fluxes scale
differently, we show in Figs. 8–10 some sensitivity cal-
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culations based on our bulk flux algorithm. For the
significant wave heights necessary for these calcula-
tions, we used Andreas and Wang’s (2007) parameter-
ization. Andreas (2004a) and Perrie et al. (2005)
showed similar sensitivity plots based on earlier ver-
sions of our flux algorithm.

Figure 8 shows Hs, HL, QS,sp, and QL,sp as functions
of wind speed for fixed relative humidity and air and
surface temperatures. Realize that we are making these
calculations for wind speeds well beyond the range for
which our flux parameterizations have been tested. But
because both the interfacial and spray flux parameter-
izations are theoretically based, we have some justifi-
cation for these extrapolations. In fact, the theoretical
basis for the heat flux parameterization in the COARE
version 2.6 algorithm (i.e., Liu et al. 1979)—as opposed
to the empirical basis in COARE version 3.0 (Fairall et
al. 2003)—is the reason we use it in our algorithm.

The interfacial sensible and latent heat fluxes in Fig.
8 increase almost linearly with wind speed. The spray
heat fluxes, on the other hand, are small for 10-m wind
speeds less than about 12 m s�1 but then increase faster
than the square of the wind speed because of (5.3) and
(5.6). Because QS,sp and QL,sp are small and increase
approximately linearly with wind speed for speeds less
than 20 m s�1, the COARE version 3.0 algorithm can
be operationally successful by using interfacial scaling
to parameterize the total latent and sensible heat fluxes
in this wind speed range. But extrapolating that algo-
rithm to winds speeds above 20 m s�1 is not appropriate

because the nonlinear dependencies of QS,sp and QL,sp

on wind speed become significant.
Figure 9 shows a similar flux plot, but here the sur-

face temperature varies from 0° to 30°C with U10 fixed
at 25 m s�1. Again, this plot shows how the interfacial
and spray fluxes scale differently. The interfacial latent
heat flux, HL, increases at a faster rate than linear with
surface temperature because both Qs and Qr in (A.1c)
are exponential functions of temperature. In contrast,
the spray latent heat flux QL,sp increases nearly linearly
with Ts because req,50 in (2.5) does not depend strongly
on temperature (Andreas 2005a) while �r,50, which

FIG. 9. Same as in Fig. 8, but the fluxes are plotted against
surface temperature for the wind speed fixed at 25 m s�1. Again,
the relative humidity is 90%, but the air temperature is always 2°C
less than the surface temperature.

FIG. 10. Same as in Fig. 8, but the fluxes are plotted against
relative humidity for the wind speed fixed at 25 m s�1.

FIG. 8. Calculations made with the bulk flux algorithm de-
scribed here of the interfacial (Hs and HL) and spray (QS,sp and
QL,sp) fluxes as functions of the 10-m wind speed U10. Air tem-
perature is fixed at 18°C, surface temperature is 20°C, relative
humidity is 90%, sea surface salinity is 34 psu, barometric pressure
is 1000 mb, and the water depth is 3000 m.
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does, is compared with and comparable to �f,50

(Andreas 1992; Andreas and DeCosmo 1999).
The interfacial and spray sensible heat fluxes in Fig.

9 are both approximately linear in surface temperature,
but Hs decreases slightly with increasing Ts while QS,sp

increases slightly. The decrease in Hs is basically be-
cause the air density decreases with increasing tempera-
ture. The increase in QS,sp results because the value of
Ts � Teq,100 [see (5.1)] increases with increasing tem-
perature (Andreas 1995) faster than the product 
scps

decreases (Andreas 2005b). Hence, again, because Hs

and QS,sp scale differently over extended ranges in pa-
rameter space, it is not wise to parameterize the total
sensible heat flux using interfacial scaling.

Figure 10 is the last sensitivity plot. This shows how
the fluxes depend on relative humidity for the range of
relative humidities over which our microphysical model
is valid, 75–100%. In the figure, both the interfacial and
spray latent heat fluxes decrease with increasing rela-
tive humidity. The interfacial flux HL is essentially lin-
ear in relative humidity and stays positive through the
range of humidities because Ta is always 2°C less than
Ts [see (A.1c)]. The value of QL,sp, in contrast, is not
linear in relative humidity and actually goes negative
when the relative humidity is above about 98% because
the salinity (34 psu) depresses the saturation vapor
pressure over spray droplets. That is, at these high rela-
tive humidities, vapor can condense on the spray drop-
lets.

Also in Fig. 10, the interfacial sensible heat flux is
essentially independent of relative humidity. If the
winds were much weaker, Hs could depend weakly on
relative humidity through stratification effects. For a
wind speed of 25 m s�1, however, the surface layer
stratification is nearly neutral. The spray sensible heat
flux QS,sp does decrease with increasing relative humid-
ity, however. This behavior results because Teq,100 [see
(5.1)] gets closer and closer to the air temperature Ta as
the relative humidity increases toward 98% (Andreas
1995).

In summary, Fig. 10 reiterates that using interfacial
scaling over an extended parameter space in which
spray can make significant contributions to the heat
fluxes is not appropriate. Treating the interfacial and
spray fluxes separately, as we do in (2.9) and (5.7), is a
more sound approach.

7. Conclusions

Theoretical studies (Andreas 1992, 1998; Andreas et
al. 1995) and our earlier analysis of the flux data from
HEXOS (Andreas and DeCosmo 1999, 2002) suggest
that spray-mediated fluxes can account for at least 10%

of the air–sea sensible and latent heat fluxes once the
10-m wind speed exceeds about 12 m s�1. Still, most
current bulk air–sea flux algorithms acknowledge only
the interfacial contributions to the air–sea sensible and
latent heat fluxes (e.g., Fairall et al. 1996b, 2003; Zeng
et al. 1998; Bourassa et al. 1999; Brunke et al. 2003).
Such algorithms cannot be reliably extrapolated to
storm winds because the spray and interfacial fluxes
scale differently with wind speed and other meteoro-
logical variables. Among ocean storm models that have
incorporated spray effects, the results have been mixed
(Fairall et al. 1994; Kepert et al. 1999; Bao et al. 2000;
Andreas and Emanuel 2001; Wang et al. 2001; Perrie et
al. 2004, 2005; Zhang et al. 2006). Of these storm mod-
els, however, only those by Andreas and Emanuel
(2001), Perrie et al. (2004, 2005), and Zhang et al.
(2006) have spray parameterizations actually tuned
with flux data because they derived from our earlier
analysis of the HEXOS data.

In light of the need for a quick, reliable spray flux
parameterization, we have thus added to our previous
HEXOS analysis the much larger set of air–sea flux
measurements from FASTEX, another very good high-
wind dataset. Applying microphysical theory and our
knowledge of the spray generation function, we identi-
fied a spray signature in the combined HEXOS–
FASTEX set. As Andreas and DeCosmo (2002) did, we
applied multiple tests to confirm these spray effects.
First, we showed that a state-of-the-art bulk flux algo-
rithm, COARE version 2.6, that parameterizes only in-
terfacial transfer can explain neither the magnitude nor
the wind speed dependence of either the measured sen-
sible or latent heat fluxes in the combined HEXOS–
FASTEX set.

But by then adding a spray flux parameterization to
the interfacial flux algorithm, we could explain both the
magnitude and the wind speed dependence of the sen-
sible and latent heat fluxes in our dataset. In essence,
these calculations let us separate the measured sensible
and latent heat fluxes into interfacial and spray contri-
butions. As we had seen earlier, our current analysis
revealed at least a 10% spray effect on the total sensible
and latent heat fluxes at fairly modest wind speeds: for
10-m wind speeds above about 11 m s�1 for the sensible
heat flux, and for winds above about 13 m s�1 for the
latent heat flux.

Because we based these calculations on a full micro-
physical model that is too time consuming for large-
scale or operational storm modeling, we developed a
much simpler bulk flux algorithm for the spray heat
fluxes that we identified. For the spray sensible heat
flux, we based this algorithm on the behavior of drop-
lets that start with radius 100 �m because these seem to
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lead the spray sensible heat transfer (see Fig. 2). We
likewise based the algorithm for the spray latent heat
transfer on the behavior of droplets that are originally
50 �m in radius. These droplets are near the peak in the
radius-specific spray latent heat flux (see Fig. 2).

The key to this spray flux algorithm was evaluating
the so-called wind functions VS and VL shown in (5.2)
and (5.5) and in Figs. 6 and 7. Both of these functions
increase faster than the square of the friction velocity
u*—a result that emphasizes why spray-mediated heat
transfer becomes increasingly important in storm
winds.

Examples of sensitivity calculations in Figs. 8–10 that
are based on this new flux algorithm demonstrate fur-
ther how the interfacial and spray fluxes scale differ-
ently. We intend with these figures to underscore the
hazards of using interfacial scaling to parameterize heat
fluxes measured in winds nominally above 11–13 m s�1.
If the data were collected over limited ranges of humid-
ity and air and surface temperatures, the analysis might
look good. But extrapolating these results outside the
ranges they represent could produce unreliable results
because of differences in how the interfacial and spray
fluxes scale.

We have developed FORTRAN code for our com-
bined spray and interfacial bulk flux algorithm and are
willing to share it. We want to close with one important
caveat, though. Our spray flux algorithm is intimately
tied to the COARE version 2.6 interfacial flux algo-
rithm because, essentially, we obtained the spray fluxes
that we used to develop the spray flux algorithm by
subtracting COARE version 2.6 predictions of the
interfacial fluxes from the measured HEXOS and
FASTEX heat fluxes. This approach is the only way we
have found to separate the spray and interfacial fluxes.
Therefore, using equations for the spray flux algorithm
that we give here or extracting just the spray flux algo-
rithm from our FORTRAN code and combining it with
a different bulk interfacial flux algorithm constitutes a
misuse of our results. To use our spray flux algorithm to
compute the spray-mediated fluxes requires also using
the COARE version 2.6 interfacial flux algorithm to
compute the interfacial fluxes. Appendix B provides
other recommendations for implementing our algo-
rithm.
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APPENDIX A

Interfacial Flux Algorithm

We base our calculations of the interfacial sensible
(Hs) and latent (HL) heat fluxes and the momentum
flux (�) on the COARE version 2.6 algorithm (Fairall et
al. 1996b). We prefer this version of the COARE algo-
rithm to the more recent version (3.0; Fairall et al. 2003)
because the predictions for the roughness lengths for
temperature (zT) and humidity (zQ) in version 2.6 are
based on the surface renewal theory of Liu et al. (1979)
and are validated with data for wind speeds up to about
10 m s–1 (e.g., Fairall et al. 1996b; Grant and Hignett
1998; Chang and Grossman 1999; Brunke et al. 2002),
where spray should have a negligible effect on the tur-
bulent heat fluxes.

For version 3.0, on the other hand, Fairall et al.
(2003) obtained empirical expressions for zT and zQ

using flux data collected in winds up to 20 m s–1, where
we suspect that spray contributions are significant. Be-
cause Fairall et al. used interfacial scaling throughout
this wind speed range, their expressions for zT and zQ

likely include entangled spray and interfacial effects.
Because these two contributions do not scale the same,
we do not believe the version 3.0 zT and zQ predictions
will be reliable when extrapolated to wind speeds above
20 m s–1.

The COARE algorithm is based on Monin–Obukhov
similarity theory. The three interfacial fluxes are calcu-
lated as

� � �au2

* � �aCDrSr
2, �A.1a�

Hs � �acpCHrSr��s � �r�, and �A.1b�

HL � �aL�CErSr�Qs � Qr�. �A.1c�

Here, (A.1a) defines the friction velocity u*; Sr, �r, and
Qr are the effective wind speed, potential temperature,
and specific humidity at reference height r ; �s (� Ts) is
the potential temperature at the water surface; and Qs

is the specific humidity at the surface. Also in (A.1), 
a

is the air density; cp, the specific heat of air at constant
pressure; and L�, the latent heat of vaporization.

Monin–Obukhov similarity theory enters by provid-
ing a theoretical basis for specifying the transfer coef-
ficients for momentum (CDr), sensible heat (CHr), and
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latent heat (CEr) appropriate at height r, as shown be-
low:

CDr �
k2

�ln�r�z0� � �m�r�L�	2 , �A.2a�

CHr �
k2

�ln�r�z0� � �m�r�L�	�ln�r�zT� � �h�r�L�	
, and

�A.2b�

CEr �
k2

�ln�r�z0� � �m�r�L�	�ln�r�zQ� � �h�r�L�	
.

�A.2c�

Here, k (� 0.40) is the von Kármán constant; z0 is the
roughness length for wind speed; zT and zQ are the
roughness lengths for temperature and humidity that
we have already discussed; and �m and �h are empirical
stratification corrections that are functions of r/L,
where L is the Obukhov length. Equations (A.1) and
(A.2) must be solved iteratively because they are
coupled through L.

We invoke the gustiness parameterization in the
COARE algorithm to estimate the effective wind speed
(Sr) in unstable stratification from the reported wind
speed (Ur):

Sr � �Ur
2 � 	g

2w2

*�1�2. �A.3�

Here, �g � 1.25, and w* is Deardorff’s (1970) convec-
tive velocity scale (Godfrey and Beljaars 1991). For
stable stratification, we adopt the suggestion by Jordan
et al. (1999) that a similar “windless” coefficient is nec-
essary, but we express it as

Sr � Ur � 0.5 sech�Ur�. �A.4�

This gives Sr in m s–1 when Ur is in m s–1. Equations
(A.3) and (A.4) prevent a singularity when Ur is near
zero (cf. Godfrey and Beljaars 1991; Zeng et al. 1998),
but Sr and Ur are essentially the same in (A4) when Ur

is 5 m s�1 or greater.
For z0 in (A.2), the COARE algorithm (Fairall et al.

1996b, 2003) uses a smooth blending between an aero-
dynamically smooth flow and a Charnock relation (e.g.,
Zilitinkevich 1969; Smith 1988); that is,

z0 � 0.135
�

u*
� 0.0185

u2

*
g

. �A.5�

Here, z0 is in meters when u* is in m s�1; �, the kine-
matic viscosity of air, is in m2 s�1; and g, the accelera-
tion of gravity, is in m s�2. The COARE algorithm uses
a coefficient of 0.11 in the first term on the right of

(A.5), but 0.135 agrees better with the known behavior
of the flow speed profile in aerodynamically smooth
flow (e.g., Andreas et al. 2006).

The COARE version 2.6 algorithm uses 0.011 for the
coefficient of the second term on the right in (A.5). But
for version 3.0, Fairall et al. (2003) allowed that coeffi-
cient to increase linearly from 0.011 to 0.018 as the 10-m
wind speed increases from 10 to 18 m s�1. We just use
a constant value of 0.0185 for this coefficient, though,
because this value is appropriate for the high wind
speeds and young waves that are our focus (Wu 1982;
Johnson et al. 1998).

Our interfacial flux algorithm differs from the
COARE algorithm in other small ways. For �m and �h

in (A.2), we use Paulson’s (1970) functions in unstable
stratification and Holtslag and De Bruin’s (1988) in
stable stratification, as recommended by Jordan et al.
(1999) and Andreas (2002b). Because our focus is on
high wind speeds, these functions will yield insignifi-
cantly different results from the COARE algorithm’s
functions (Fairall et al. 1996b, 2003). We also do not
incorporate the cool-skin and warm-layer parameter-
izations that are hallmarks of the COARE algorithm
under the assumption that, for the high winds that char-
acterize our dataset, the true water surface temperature
Ts is within the measurement uncertainty of the near-
surface bulk water temperature.

Finally, we do not allow values of the scalar rough-
ness lengths zT and zQ, computed from the Liu et al.
(1979) theory, to be smaller than the mean free path of
air molecules, nominally 7 � 10�8 m (cf. Andreas and
Emanuel 2001). Both zT and zQ fall to this level when
u* exceeds 0.88 m s�1, approximately. Hence, this limit
affected only one HEXOS run and only a few FASTEX
runs.

APPENDIX B

A Blended Flux Algorithm

The bulk flux algorithm that we have developed is
explicitly for high winds—those above, say, 10 m s�1.
Although Fig. 5 demonstrates that it is valid down to
wind speeds as low as 5 m s�1, some may want to imple-
ment this algorithm in a numerical model that also
needs to treat even lower wind speeds. For such an
application, we suggest a blending technique.

For example, use the full COARE version 2.6 algo-
rithm to compute the turbulent fluxes in low winds.
This algorithm includes modules to account for low-
wind phenomena such as the cool skin and warm layer
of the ocean (Fairall et al. 1996a) and convective con-
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tributions in the �m and �h functions in (A.2) (Fairall et
al. 1996b). Let �T,lo, Hs,T,lo, and HL,T,lo be the total sur-
face stress and turbulent surface heat fluxes computed
with this low-wind algorithm and denote these fluxes in
general as Flo. Let �T,hi, Hs,T,hi, and HL,T,hi be the cor-
responding total fluxes computed with our high-wind
algorithm and denote these in general as Fhi.

Define a blending function as

f � 0 for 0 � U10 � 8 m s�1, �B.1a�

f � �U10 � 8��4 for 8 � U10 � 12 m s�1, and

�B.1b�

f � 1 for 12 m s�1 � U10. �B.1c�

Then, we recommend computing a general turbulent
flux F for all wind conditions as

F � �1 � f �Flo � fFhi. �B.2�

That is, for U10 � 8 m s�1, use only the low-wind flux
estimates. For U10 � 12 m s�1, use only our high-wind
algorithm. In between these limits, blend the two flux
estimates linearly.
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